Selected Books with African-American Themes from the Arundel Collection

- Sounder
  - Armstrong, William H.
- Mysteries on Monroe Street
  - Belton, Sandra
- Circle of Gold
  - Boyd, Candy Dawson
- Beautiful Blackbird
  - Bryan, Ashley
- Stealing Freedom
  - Carbone, Elisa Lynn
- The Lucky Stone
  - Clifton, Lucille
- War Comes To Willy Freeman
  - Collier, James Lincoln
- Bud, Not Buddy
  - Curtis, Christopher Paul
- The Watsons Go to Birmingham
  - Curtis, Christopher Paul
- Bucking The Sarge
  - Curtis, Christopher Paul
- I Greet the Dawn
  - Dunbar, Paul Laurence
- Story Painter: The Life and Times of Jacob Lawrence
  - Duggleby, Jan
- Soul Looks Back In Wonder
  - Feelings, Tom; Illustrator
- Yolonda's Genius
  - Fenner, Carol
- The Skin I'm In
  - Flake, Sharon G.
- Begging For Change
  - Flake, Sharon G.
- Money Hungry
  - Flake, Sharon G.
- Rosa
  - Giovanni, Nikki.
- Honey I Love:
  - Greenfield, Eloise
- And Other Love Poems
  - Hesse, Karen
- Witness
  - Hughes, Langston
- The Dream Keeper,
  - Johnson, Angela
- The First Part Last
  - Johnson, Angela
- Heaven : A Novel
  - Johnson, Angela
- Bird
  - Johnson, Angela
- The Forbidden Schoolhouse
  - Jurmain, Suzanne
- Jazz A B – Z
  - Marsalis, Wynton
- Young, Black And Determined: A Biography of Lorraine Hansberry
  - McKissack, Patricia C.
- 145th Street : Short Stories
  - Myers, Walter Dean
- Bad Boy : A Memoir
  - Myers, Walter Dean
- Fallen Angels
  - Myers, Walter Dean
- The Greatest: Muhammad Ali
  - Myers, Walter Dean
- Monster
  - Myers, Walter Dean
- Scorpions
  - Myers, Walter Dean
- Harlem Summer
  - Myers, Walter Dean
- The Journal of Biddy Owens
  - Myers, Walter Dean
- Shooter
  - Myers, Walter Dean
- My Name Is Not Angelica
  - O'Dell, Scott
- Pink and Say
  - Polacco, Patricia